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Abstract

This paper presents a new approach to enforcing discrete maximum principles
and/or positivity preservation in continuous piecewise-linear finite element
approximations to convection-dominated transport problems. Using a linear
first-order advection equation as a model problem, we construct element-
level bilinear forms associated with first-order artificial diffusion operators
and their higher-order counterparts. The underlying design philosophy is
similar to that behind local projection stabilization (LPS) techniques and
variational multiscale (VMS) methods. The difference lies in the structure of
the local stabilization operator and in the way in which the resolved scales are
detected. The proposed stabilization term penalizes the difference between
the nodal values and cell averages of the finite element solution in a manner
which guarantees monotonicity and linearity preservation. The optimal value
of the stabilization parameter is determined using a new multidimensional
limiter function designed to prevent unresolvable fine scale effects from cre-
ating undershoots or overshoots. The result is a nonlinear high-resolution
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scheme capable of resolving moving fronts and internal/boundary layers as
sharp localized nonoscillatory features. The use of variational gradient re-
covery makes it possible to add high-order background dissipation leading to
improved approximation properties in smooth regions. The numerical behav-
ior of the constrained LPS schemes is illustrated by a grid convergence study
for stationary and time-dependent test problems in two space dimensions.

Keywords: finite element methods, local projection stabilization, discrete
maximum principles, artificial diffusion, limiters, linearity preservation

1. Introduction

The Galerkin finite element discretization of convection-dominated transport
equations is known to produce numerical approximations that may violate
the discrete maximum principle and/or the criterion of positivity preservation
on meshes that are too coarse to resolve certain fine-scale features (mov-
ing fronts, interior and boundary layers). The most common approach to
avoiding nonphysical undershoots and overshoots in finite element methods
is based on the use of nonlinear shock-capturing terms within the framework
of variationally consistent Petrov-Galerkin methods (see, e.g., [8, 22, 23] for
a review and comparative study of existing schemes). Additionally entropy
viscosity approaches that attempt to control oscillations by introducing artifi-
cial dissipation that is based on an auxiliary entropy production residual have
been proposed [18]. The main drawback of many existing approaches is the
presence of problem-dependent free parameters along with the lack of prov-
able nonlinear stability properties such as positivity and monotonicity preser-
vation on general meshes. While small spurious oscillations can be tolerated
in some applications, many models are very sensitive to nonphysical values
of the transported variable. For this reason, the use of physics-compatible
finite element approximations may be appropriate or even indispensable.

Nonlinear shock-capturing operators backed by the theory of discrete max-
imum principles (DMP) were recently developed and analyzed in [1, 2, 6,
7, 14]. In the case of [1] and [7], the proof of the DMP property imposes
restrictions of sufficient mesh regularity. Moreover, mass lumping is required
in applications to transient problems [1]. The explicit second-order method
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proposed in [14] satisfies a discrete maximum principle for arbitrary meshes
and employs the consistent mass matrix. The way in which [14] enforces
DMP constraints is closely related to the concept of algebraic flux correc-
tion [27]. This approach provides a general framework for the design of
artificial diffusion operators that render a finite element discretization local
extremum diminishing (LED) or positivity-preserving. In nonlinear high-
resolution schemes based on algebraic flux correction, the antidiffusive part
of a high-order discretization is constrained using a limiter.

The most prominent representative of algebraic flux correction schemes is the
flux-corrected transport (FCT) algorithm introduced by Boris and Book [5]
and Zalesak [48] in the context of explicit finite difference schemes. Unlike
many other limiting techniques, FCT can be extended to finite element ap-
proximations using conservative decompositions of the antidiffusive term into
internodal fluxes associated with edges of the sparsity graph [44, 9, 39, 33, 25]
or element contributions associated with individual mesh cells [37, 38, 33].
The simplicity and efficiency of predictor-corrector FCT schemes make them
very attractive in situations when the problem is time-dependent and the
time steps are small [23]. Additionally, edge-based generalizations of total
variation diminishing (TVD) schemes [15, 16] can be designed using recon-
struction of 1D stencils [40, 43, 36] or algebraic flux correction schemes pro-
posed in [26, 27]. In contrast to FCT, multidimensional extensions of TVD
limiters are directly applicable to stationary transport equations and produce
steady-state solutions independent of the time step.

In this paper, we bridge the gap between variational shock capturing methods
and algebraic flux correction schemes of FCT and TVD type by introduc-
ing local bilinear forms that lead to monotone element-level corrections of
the Galerkin variational formulation. Similarly to local projection stabiliza-
tion (LPS) methods [4, 41, 42, 45], these operators are designed to introduce
numerical dissipation acting on unresolvable fine scales. In contrast to the
standard LPS approach, the proposed local bilinear forms achieve the desired
effect by penalizing the difference between linear shape functions and their
limited counterparts. The new element-based limiting strategy guarantees
positivity and accuracy preservation on simplex meshes. The optional defi-
nition of the target shape function in terms of reconstructed nodal gradients
makes it possible to introduce high-order LPS stabilization which results
in better convergence rates for smooth solutions. In applications to time-
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dependent problems, the time derivatives are stabilized using the same LPS
bilinear form which is shown to be equivalent to selective mass lumping.
Additionally, we describe a way to reduce phase errors by enforcing a lo-
cal discrete maximum principle for the nodal time derivatives. The paper
concludes with a numerical study for two-dimensional transport problems.

2. Continuous problem

As a linear model problem, consider the time-dependent linear first-order
advection equation

∂u

∂t
+∇ · (vu) = 0 in Ω, (1)

where u : Ω×R+ 7→ R is the conserved quantity, v : Ω×R+ 7→ Rd is a given
velocity field, and Ω is a bounded domain in Rd, d ∈ {1, 2, 3}.

The initial condition for the linear advection model is given by

u(x, 0) = u0(x), x ∈ Ω. (2)

At the inlet Γin := {x ∈ Γ |v · n < 0}, where n is the unit outward normal
to the boundary Γ := ∂Ω, a Dirichlet boundary condition is prescribed

u = uin on Γin. (3)

Let Σ := {(x, t) |x ∈ Γin ∨ t = 0} denote the set of points and time instants
such that u(x, t) is known from the data prescribed in (2) or (3).

The solution to problem (1)–(3) is known to be positivity-preserving, i.e.,

u(x, t) ≥ 0 ∀(x, t) ∈ Σ ⇒ u(x, t) ≥ 0 ∀(x, t) ∈ Ω̄× R+, (4)

which can be easily shown using the method of characteristics.

Moreover, the following maximum principle holds in the case ∇ · v = 0:

min
Σ
u ≤ u(x, t) ≤ max

Σ
u. (5)

If ∇ · v 6= 0, then the solution to (1)–(2) will satisfy (4) but may violate (5).
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3. Galerkin discretization

Multiplying the governing equation (1) by a test function w, integrating by
parts and invoking the Dirichlet boundary condition (3), we obtain∫

Ω

[
w
∂u

∂t
−∇w · (vu)

]
dx +

∫
Γout

wu(v · n)ds = −
∫

Γin

wuin(v · n)ds, (6)

where Γout := {x ∈ Γ |v · n > 0} is the outflow boundary. The so-defined
variational formulation with weakly imposed boundary conditions is globally
conservative since it reduces to the integral form of (1) in the case w ≡ 1.

Let {ϕ1, . . . , ϕN} be a set of global piecewise-linear basis functions associated
with vertices of a (possibly unstructured) simplex mesh Th. Substituting

uh(x, t) =
N∑
j=1

uj(t)ϕj(x) (7)

into (6), one obtains the Galerkin discretization which can be written as

(wh, u̇h) + a(wh, uh) = b(wh) ∀wh ∈ {ϕ1, . . . , ϕN}, (8)

where

(wh, u̇h) =

∫
Ω

whu̇h dx, u̇h =
∂uh
∂t

,

a(wh, uh) = −
∫

Ω

∇wh · (vuh) dx +

∫
Γout

whuh(v · n)ds,

b(wh) = −
∫

Γin

whuin(v · n)ds.

The semi-discrete Galerkin equation associated with wh = ϕi is given by∑
j∈N (i)

mij
duj
dt

=
∑

j∈N (i)

kijuj + gi, (9)

where N (i) := {j : mij 6= 0} is the stencil of node i,

mij = (ϕi, ϕj), kij = −a(ϕi, ϕj), gi = b(ϕi).
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The global matrix form of the semi-discrete finite element scheme reads

MC
du

dt
= Ku+ g, (10)

where u is the vector of nodal values, MC is the consistent mass matrix, K
is the discrete convection operator and g is a vector of fluxes across Γin.

4. Low-order stabilization

The analysis of matrix properties in [27] reveals that the oscillatory behavior
of the Galerkin discretization (10) is due to the fact that some off-diagonal
entries of the consistent mass matrix MC are nonzero (∃j 6= i : mij > 0) and
some off-diagonal entries of the matrix K are negative (∃j 6= i : kij < 0).

To enforce the discrete maximum principle, we perform row-sum mass lump-
ing and modify the bilinear form a(·, ·) by adding the stabilization term

s(wh, uh) :=
∑
T

νT sT (wh, uh), (11)

where νT is an artificial diffusion coefficient (to be defined below) and

sT (wh, uh) =

∫
T

wh(uh − ūT ) dx (12)

is designed to penalize the difference between uh and the average

ūT =

∫
T
uh dx∫

T
1 dx

. (13)

Using a similar definition for the average w̄T of the test function wh, the local
bilinear form (12) of the stabilization term (11) for the piecewise-linear finite
element approximation can be written as

sT (wh, uh) =

∫
T

(wh − w̄T )(uh − ūT ) dx (14)

=

∫
T

(x− xT ) · ∇wh(x− xT ) · ∇uh, (15)
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where

x̄T =

∫
T

x dx∫
T

1 dx
(16)

denotes the center of mass of element T . It follows that (12) represents an
anisotropic diffusion operator acting in the direction ∆xT := x− xT .

Remark. It is worth mentioning that on simplex meshes the local bilinear
form sT (·, ·) is proportional to the one considered by Guermond et al. [14].

In Appendix A, we analyze further properties of sT (·, ·) and show that

sT (ϕi, ϕj) =
1

d+ 1

(∫
T

ϕi dx−
∫
T

ϕiϕj dx

)
(17)

in d space dimensions. That is, the discrete stabilization operator is propor-
tional to the difference between the lumped and consistent mass matrices.

Let M
(e)
C = {m(e)

ij } and K(e) = {k(e)
ij } denote the element matrices that

represent the contribution of a given element Te ∈ Th to the global matrices
MC and K of the standard Galerkin discretization (10). By (17), the element
matrix associated with the local bilinear form sTe(·, ·) is given by

S(e) =
1

d+ 1

(
M

(e)
L −M

(e)
C

)
,

where M
(e)
L denotes the lumped element mass matrix. That is,

M
(e)
L = diag

(∫
Te

ϕi dx

)
= diag

(∑
j

m
(e)
ij

)
.

The stabilized counterpart of the element matrix K(e) is given by

L(e) = K(e) − νTeS
(e). (18)

By construction, the element matrix S(e) is symmetric with zero row and col-
umn sums. All off-diagonal entries of this matrix are negative. To eliminate
all negative off-diagonal entries of K(e) we define νTe as follows:

νTe = max
j 6=i

max{0,−k(e)
ij }

|s(e)
ij |

. (19)
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After the global matrix assembly, the semi-discrete problem becomes

ML
du

dt
= Lu+ g, (20)

where ML is the global lumped mass matrix and L is the stabilized discrete
transport operator assembled from element matrices L(e) defined by (18).

The equation associated with an interior node xi ∈ Ω can be written as

mi
dui
dt

=
∑

j∈N (i)

lijuj, (21)

where mi =
∫

Ω
ϕi dx is a positive diagonal entry of the lumped mass matrix

ML. By definition of L(e), we have lij ≥ 0 for all j 6= i. It follows that the
modified semi-discrete scheme is positivity-preserving, i.e.,

ui(0) ≥ 0 ∀i ⇒ ui(t) ≥ 0 ∀i ∀t > 0. (22)

For a formal proof of this result we refer the reader to Theorem 7.1 in [19].

If additionally we have
∑

j∈N (i) lij = 0, then equation (21) reduces to

mi
dui
dt

=
∑

j∈N (i)\{i}

lij(uj − ui). (23)

Due to the fact that mi > 0 and lij ≥ 0, we have

ui ≥ uj ∀j ∈ N (i)\{i} ⇒ dui
dt
≤ 0, (24)

ui ≤ uj ∀j ∈ N (i)\{i} ⇒ dui
dt
≥ 0. (25)

Hence, a local maximum cannot increase, and a local minimum cannot de-
crease. A discretization satisfying this semi-discrete maximum principle is
called local extremum diminishing (LED) [20, 21, 27]. It can be easily verified
that LED implies positivity preservation, but the converse is not true.

5. High-order stabilization

By the Godunov theorem [10], linear positivity-preserving and LED schemes
can be at most first-order accurate. Following the design philosophy behind
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local projection stabilization (LPS) [4, 41, 42, 45], two-level variational mul-
tiscale (VMS) methods [24] and slope-limited discontinuous Galerkin (DG)
approximations [28, 29], we will now modify the stabilization term and the
mass lumping operator so as to restrict their dissipative effect to unresolvable
fine-scale components by antidiffusing the harmless resolvable scales.

Let ũh|T denote the resolvable component of the shape function uh|T . This
will be our target. Consider the local projection stabilization operator

s̃T (wh, uh) =

∫
T

wh(uh − ũh) dx. (26)

Note that definition (13) corresponds to using ũh|T = ūT . The target for a
high-order LPS stabilization operator is a shape function of the form

ũh(x) = ūT + αTgT (x) · (x− x̄T ), x ∈ T, (27)

where gT is a suitable approximation to the gradient ∇u|T , and αT is a
solution-dependent correction factor to be defined in Section 7.

In particular, the choice αT = 0 corresponds to the positivity-preserving
low-order approximation based on (13). The choice αT = 1, gT = ∇uh|T
corresponds to the standard Galerkin approximation which exhibits subopti-
mal convergence behavior even for transport problems with smooth solutions.
To retain a certain amount of high-order background dissipation in the case
αT = 1, the target ũh|T may be defined using an averaged gradient gh in-
stead of ∇uh. For example, John et al. [24] used this idea to design a linear
stabilization operator for their two-scale variational multiscale method.

In this paper, we define (27) using a target selector ω ∈ [0, 1] to construct

gT = (1− ω)∇uh|T + ωgh(xT ), (28)

where gh =
∑

j gjϕj is defined in terms of the nodal gradients [26, 27]

gi =
1

mi

∑
j 6=i

cij(uj − ui), cij =

∫
Ω

ϕi∇ϕj dx.

This gradient recovery technique corresponds to the lumped-mass L2 pro-
jection of the piecewise-constant gradient ∇uh. Importantly, it satisfies the
discrete maximum principle [17] and is exact for linear functions [27].
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The difference between the shape functions uh|T and ũh|T is given by

uh(x)− ũh(x) = (∇uh|T − gT ) · (x− x̄T ), x ∈ T. (29)

Setting αT = 1, one obtains the high-order LPS stabilization operator

s̃T (wh, uh) =

∫
T

wh(∇uh|T − gT ) · (xi − x̄T ) dx

= ω

∫
T

wh(∇uh|T − gh(xT )) · (xi − x̄T ) dx.

In contrast to free parameters used in traditional shock-capturing schemes
for finite elements, the blending factor ω represents a high-order scheme
selector rather than an ad hoc stabilization parameter. Any value ω ∈ (0, 1]
corresponds to adding consistent high-order LPS stabilization to the Galerkin
scheme. If the numerical solution uh is locally linear, then the nodal gradients
are exact, whence gT = ∇uh|T and s̃T (wh, uh) = 0 in the case αT = 1. In
general, larger values of the parameter ω result in stronger smoothing without
degrading the rate of convergence to the exact solution.

Clearly, the ability of the generalized stabilization term to detect and han-
dle unresolvable fine-scale features depends on the choice of the element-
based correction factors αT for the local bilinear forms. As a rule of thumb,
the choice αT = 0 is appropriate in elements containing a local extremum,
whereas αT = 1 is appropriate in regions where uh is smooth. The formula
presented in Section 7 guarantees that the antidiffusive element contribu-
tions are constrained in a way which rules out any violations of the discrete
maximum principle while maintaining low levels of numerical dissipation.

6. Antidiffusive element contributions

The element-by-element insertion of local stabilization terms into the Galerkin
discretization leads to a constrained global system of the form

ML
du

dt
= Lu+ f(u) + g. (30)

The matrices ML and L correspond to the positivity-preserving low-order
approximation (20), whereas the limited antidiffusive correction term f(u) is
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assembled from element vectors associated with resolvable components

f (e) = min{αTe , βTe}(M
(e)
L −M

(e)
C )u̇(e) + αTeνTeS

(e)ue, (31)

where ue is the vector of local degrees of freedom

u
(e)
i = ūTe + gT · (xi − x̄Te),

and u̇(e) is the vector of nodal time derivatives. The additional element-
based correction factor βTe is introduced to switch off the contribution of the
consistent mass matrix in steady state computations or reduce phase errors
in applications to time-dependent transport problems (see Section 8).

Since the element matrices S(e) and M
(e)
L − M

(e)
C = (d + 1)S(e) have zero

column sums, the components of the corresponding matrix-vector products
sum to zero. Hence, the multiplication by an arbitrary correction factor αTe

has the property of being a conservative correction to the local gradient.

For the nonlinear scheme (30) to be positivity-preserving, we must have
fi(u) ≤ 0 at a local maximum and fi(u) ≥ 0 at a local minimum [27, 34].
If ui is not a local extremum, the LED property follows from the fact that
the limited antidiffusive term can be written as fi(u) = ci(u

min
i − ui) or

fi(u) = ci(u
max
i − ui), where ci is a positive bounded coefficient and

umin
i = min

j∈N (i)
uj, (32)

umax
i = max

j∈N (i)
uj (33)

are the local minimum and maximum over the stencil N (i) of node i [34].

To enforce the LED constraint for all degrees of freedom, we introduce nodal
correction factors Φi such that Φi = 0 at a local extremum and define the
element-based correction factor αT as the generalized harmonic mean

αT =
(d+ 1)

∏
i∈V(T ) Φi∑

j∈V(T )

∏
i∈V(T )\{j}Φi + ε

, (34)

where V(T ) is the set of d+ 1 nodes of T . Here and below ε denotes a small
positive constant added to prevent division by zero and ensure continuity.
All numerical studies in Section 10 were performed using ε = 10−15.
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In the case d = 1, we have

αT =
2ΦiΦj

Φi + Φj + ε
(35)

for a 1D element with nodes i and j. In the 2D case, the harmonic mean
limiter for a triangle T with nodes i, j, k is given by the formula

αT =
3ΦiΦjΦk

ΦiΦj + ΦjΦk + ΦkΦi + ε
. (36)

In contrast to element-based FCT limiters [33, 37, 38], αT is a differentiable

function of nodal correction factors and does not depend on the signs of f
(e)
i .

It can be interpreted as a generalized averaging operator of Van Leer type
(see [20, 21] for a definition and discussion of LED limited averages).

The value of Φi may be determined using the following design principles:

• Φi ∈ [0, 1] depends continuously on the nodal values uj, j ∈ N (i);

• Φi = 0 at a local maximum (ui = umax
i ) or minimum (ui = umin

i );

• Φi = 1 if uh is linear on the patch of elements Ωi = supp(ϕi).

The first property is needed to make sure that the discrete problem is well-
posed [2, 3]. The second property and definition (34) guarantee that the sum
of antidiffusive element contributions to node i is local extremum diminishing.
The third property is known as linearity preservation [2, 26, 27] and is a useful
criterion for preserving second-order accuracy in smooth regions.

7. Design of the nodal limiter

Examples of nodal limiter functions satisfying (some of) the above design
criteria can be found, e.g., in [1, 2, 34]. Adapting these limiters to the
structure of our LPS stabilization operator (12), we consider

Φi = 1−
∣∣∑

T

∫
T
ϕi(uh − ūT ) dx

∣∣+ ε∑
T

∣∣∫
T
ϕi(uh − ūT ) dx

∣∣+ ε
. (37)
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If ui is a local extremum, then all integrals in (37) have the same sign (see
Appendix A) and the absolute value of their sum equals the sum of the
absolute values. It follows that Φi = 0 at a local extremum in accordance
with the LED principle. In Appendix B we also show that (37) is linearity-
preserving on patches Ωi satisfying certain geometric conditions. Note that
the sum of integrals in the numerator is the residual of the L2 projection∑

T

∫
T

ϕiuh dx =
∑
T

∫
T

ϕiūT dx, i = 1, . . . , N.

The superconvergence property of piecewise-linear reconstructions from cell
averages [45, 46] implies that the residual is small for smooth functions. How-
ever, the limiter based on (37) does not guarantee exact linearity preservation
on general meshes. To rectify this, we generalize (37) as follows:

Φi = 1−
∣∣∑

T σi,T
∫
T
ϕi(uh − ūT ) dx

∣∣+ ε∑
T σi,T

∣∣∫
T
ϕi(uh − ūT ) dx

∣∣+ ε
. (38)

At each interior node xi, the positive weights σi,T > 0 are defined so that∑
T

σi,T

∫
T

ϕi(uh − ūT ) dx = 0 (39)

whenever ∇uh|T = gi for all elements T of the patch Ωi. The sums

S+
i =

∑
T

max

{
0,

∫
T

ϕigi · (x− x̄T ) dx

}
, (40)

S−i =
∑
T

min

{
0,

∫
T

ϕigi · (x− x̄T ) dx

}
(41)

can be balanced using the nodal correction factors

σ+
i = min

{
1,
|S−i |+ ε

S+
i + ε

}
, σ−i = min

{
1,

S+
i + ε

|S−i |+ ε

}
(42)

to enforce the zero sum condition

σ+
i S

+
i + σ−i S

−
i = 0.

Note that S+
i > 0 and S−i < 0 at any interior node xi unless gi = 0.
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If uh is locally linear, then ∇uh|T = gi for all T and (39) holds for

σi,T =

{
σ+
i if

∫
T
ϕi(uh − ūT ) dx > 0,

σ−i if
∫
T
ϕi(uh − ūT ) dx < 0.

(43)

This is sufficient to guarantee that (38) yields Φi = 1 for any uh ∈ P1(Ωi).

We remark that any nodal limiter function that can be written in the form

Φi = 1− Pi

Qi

, 0 ≤ Pi ≤ Qi > 0 (44)

can be modified to produce Φi = 1 not only in the case Pi = 0 but also for
sufficiently small values of the numerator Pi. To that end, consider [34]

Φi = 1− max{0, Pi − γQi}
(1− γ)Qi

, γ ∈ [0, 1). (45)

This modification preserves the property that Φi = 0 for Pi = Qi and Φi = 1
for Pi = 0. Choosing a larger value of γ makes the limiter less diffusive but
increases the number of fixed-point iterations when it comes to solving the
nonlinear algebraic system. In the numerical study below, we use γ = 3

4
.

Remark. Another way to make a limiter of the form (44) less diffusive is
to replace the ratio Pi/Qi by (Pi/Qi)

q with q > 1, see, e.g., [1, 2]. This
modification has the same antidiffusive effect as scaling by γ in (45).

8. Correction of the time derivatives

In applications to unsteady transport equations, we use an additional correc-
tion factor βTe in (31) to limit the time derivatives in antidiffusive element
contributions associated with mass lumping. This optional correction leads
to cosmetic improvements in situations when an oscillatory target generates
large phase errors leading to optically disturbing ripples in the constrained
solutions (see Section 10.1). In the literature on flux-corrected transport al-
gorithms this phenomenon is known as terracing. It can be cured by using a
better target or suitable prelimiting of the antidiffusive components [27].

Let u̇C denote the vector of constrained time derivatives that corresponds to

u̇C = M−1
L (Lu+ fM + fS + g), (46)
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where fM and fS are assembled from the antidiffusive element vectors

f (e),M = min{αTe , βTe}(M
(e)
L −M

(e)
C )u̇(e)

and
f (e),S = αTeνTeS

(e)ue,

respectively. The corresponding lumped-mass approximation is given by

u̇L = M−1
L (Lu+ fS + g). (47)

We have
u̇C = u̇L +M−1

L fM . (48)

Hence, the contribution of fM can be interpreted as a high-order correction
to u̇L. In order to constrain the changes of the time derivatives due to this
correction, we choose βTe so as to enforce the inequality constraints

u̇min
i ≤ u̇C ≤ u̇max

i ,

where u̇min
i and u̇max

i denote the local maxima and minima of u̇L, i.e.,

u̇min
i = min

j∈N (i)
u̇Lj , (49)

u̇max
i = max

j∈N (i)
u̇Lj . (50)

Substituting u̇L for the time derivative in the constrained element vector

f (e),M ≈ min{αTe , βTe}(M
(e)
C −M

(e)
L )u̇L,

we use a local version of the element-based FCT algorithm [33] to calculate

βTe = min
i∈V(e)

Ψ
(e)
i , (51)

where Ψ
(e)
i are the nodal correction factors defined by

Ψ
(e)
i =


min

{
1,

m
(e)
i (u̇max

i −u̇L
i )

f
(e),M
i

}
if f

(e),M
i > 0,

1 if f
(e),M
i = 0,

min

{
1,

m
(e)
i (u̇min

i −u̇L
i )

f
(e),M
i

}
if f

(e),M
i < 0,

(52)
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where m
(e)
i =

∫
Te
ϕi dx is the ith diagonal entry of the element matrix M

(e)
L .

The above choice of βTe implies that the limited element contributions satisfy

m
(e)
i (u̇min

i − u̇Li ) ≤ f
(e),M
i ≤ m

(e)
i (u̇max

i − u̇Li ).

Summing over all elements containing node i, it is easy to verify that the
values of u̇C are bounded by the local extrema u̇max

i and u̇min
i .

9. Time discretization and positivity

For the fully discrete scheme to inherit the LED property of a given space
discretization, the time-stepping method must be consistent with the dis-
crete maximum principle, at least under certain time step restrictions. For
example, consider (23) discretized in time using the two-level θ scheme

mi
un+1
i − uni

∆t
= θ

∑
j∈N (i)\{i}

lij(u
n+1
j − un+1

i ) (53)

+ (1− θ)
∑

j∈N (i)\{i}

lij(u
n
j − uni ), (54)

where uni ≈ u(xi, t
n) denotes an approximate solution value at the time level

tn = n∆t and θ ∈ [0, 1] is the implicitness parameter.

The solution of the fully discrete problem (54) satisfies a discrete maximum
principle if un+1

i is bounded by the maximum and minimum of the other
nodal values that appear in (54). For a LED space discretization, this will
be the case if the time step ∆t satisfies the CFL-like condition [33, 27]

1

∆t
≥ (1− θ)

∑
j∈N (i)\{i}

lij ∀i = 1, . . . , N. (55)

The fully implicit backward Euler method (θ = 1) preserves the LED prop-
erty for arbitrary time steps. The Crank-Nicolson (θ = 1

2
) and forward Euler

(θ = 0) time discretizations are LED for time steps satisfying (55).

The use of the θ scheme as a time stepping method for (30) leads to

ML
un+1 − un

∆t
= θ(Lun+1 + fn+1) + (1− θ)(Lun + fn) + g. (56)
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In the case θ < 1, this discretization is positivity-preserving provided that

1

∆t
≥ (1− θ)

 ∑
j∈N (i)\{i}

lij + cni

 ∀i = 1, . . . , N, (57)

where ci ≥ 0 is defined by the LED representation fi = ci(u
min
i − ui) or

fi = ci(u
max
i − ui) of the limited antidiffusive term.

Remark. The semi-discrete nature of the proposed approach makes it possible
to use a wide range of time discretizations including explicit and implicit
strong stability preserving (SSP) Runge-Kutta schemes [11, 12, 13].

Due to the dependence of αTe and βTe on the unknown solution, the algebraic
system (56) is nonlinear. It can be solved using the fixed-point iteration

u(m+1) = u(m) +

[
1

∆t
ML − θL

]−1

r(m), m = 0, 1, 2, . . . (58)

r(m) = θ(Lu(m) + f̄ (m)) + (1− θ)(Lun + fn) + g −ML
u(m) − un

∆t
. (59)

The rates of convergence to steady state solutions can be greatly improved
using Anderson acceleration for fixed-point iterations [26, 27, 47].

10. Numerical examples

In this section, we apply the proposed methodology to two-dimensional test
problems that have been used to study edge-based algebraic flux correction
schemes in [23, 25, 26, 27]. Given the exact solution u, we use the following
norms to assess the accuracy of a finite element approximation uh

E1(h) =
∑
i

mi|u(xi)− ui| ≈ ‖u− uh‖1, (60)

E2(h) =

√∑
i

mi|u(xi)− ui|2 ≈ ‖u− uh‖2, (61)

where mi =
∫

Ω
ϕi dx is a diagonal coefficient of the lumped mass matrix ML.
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To study the dependence of E1 and E2 on the mesh size h, the numerical
solutions computed on two different meshes are used to estimate the experi-
mental order of convergence (EOC) using the formula [35]

p = log2

(
E(2h)

E(h)

)
. (62)

In grid convergence studies for time-dependent problems, the ratio of the
time step and mesh size is held constant in the process of refinement.

10.1. Solid body rotation

The solid body rotation test [35, 48] is often used to evaluate numerical
advection schemes. The problem to be solved is the continuity equation

∂u

∂t
+∇ · (vu) = 0 in Ω = (0, 1)× (0, 1). (63)

The velocity v describes a counterclockwise rotation about the center

v(x, y) = (0.5− y, x− 0.5). (64)

After each full revolution, the exact solution u coincides with the given initial
data u0. Hence, the challenge of this test is to preserve the shape of u0.

Following LeVeque [35], we simulate solid body rotation of a profile that
consists of a slotted cylinder, a sharp cone, and a smooth hump (see Fig. 2
(a)). The geometry of each body is described by a given function G(x, y)
defined on a circle of radius r0 = 0.15 centered at some point (x0, y0). Let

r(x, y) =
1

r0

√
(x− x0)2 + (y − y0)2

be the normalized distance from (x0, y0). Then r(x, y) ≤ 1 inside the circle.

The slotted cylinder is centered at the point (x0, y0) = (0.5, 0.75) and

G(x, y) =

{
1 if |x− x0| ≥ 0.025 or y ≥ 0.85,

0 otherwise.

The cone is centered at (x0, y0) = (0.5, 0.25) , and its shape is given by

G(x, y) = 1− r(x, y).
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The hump is centered at (x0, y0) = (0.25, 0.5), and the shape function is

G(x, y) =
1 + cos(πr(x, y))

4
.

In the rest of the domain, the solution to (63) is initialized by zero, and
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed at the inlets.

The initial profile shown in Fig. 1 coincides with the exact solution after each
full rotation. The numerical solutions presented in Figs 2 and 3 correspond
to the final time T = 2π. All computations were performed on a uniform
mesh of 2 × 128 × 128 P1 elements using the Crank-Nicolson time-stepping
and the constant time step ∆t = 10−3. The diffusive approximation shown
in Fig. 2 (a) was obtained using the low-order LPS operator (αT = 0). The
results shown in Fig. 2 (b)-(d) were obtained using the constant correction
factor αT = 1 and different values of the target selector ω. The magnitude of
spurious undershoots and overshoots can be readily inferred from the range
of solution values above each plot. The target ω = 0.0 corresponds to the
standard Galerkin discretization which produces global oscillations. The re-
sults for ω = 0.1 and ω = 1.0 show that linear high-order LPS stabilization
localizes nonphysical oscillations to a neighborhood of steep gradients leading
to a marked improvement compared to the standard Galerkin scheme.

Figure 1: Solid body rotation: initial data/exact solution.
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(a) uh ∈ [0.0, 0.401]
(b) uh ∈ [−0.426, 1.402]

(c) uh ∈ [−0.144, 1.181] (d) uh ∈ [−0.058, 1.141]

Figure 2: Solid body rotation: linear schemes, (a) αT = 0, (b) αT = 1, ω = 0.0, (c)
αT = 1, ω = 0.1, (d) αT = 1, ω = 1.0. Space discretization: P1 elements, h = 1

128 .

The numerical solutions produced by nonlinear LPS operators are shown in
Fig. 3. The label LPS-α stands for using the correction factor βT = αT to
limit the antidiffusive element contributions of the consistent mass matrix.
The constrained solution satisfies the discrete maximum principle but the
definition of the target ũh in terms of unconstrained time derivatives gives
rise to terracing at the top of the slotted cylinder due to element contribu-
tions which tend to flatten the solution profiles instead of steepening them.
The activation of the optional time derivative limiter (51) in the LPS-β ver-
sion results in a reduction of phase errors and a more accurate target leading
to improved approximations. The need for using the safeguard β to con-
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(a) uh ∈ [0.0, 0.960] (b) uh ∈ [0.0, 0.993]

(c) uh ∈ [0.0, 0.974] (d) uh ∈ [0.0, 0.998]

(e) uh ∈ [0.0, 0.984]
(f) uh ∈ [0.0, 0.987]

Figure 3: Solid body rotation: nonlinear schemes, (a) LPS-α limiter, ω = 0.0, (b) LPS-β
limiter, ω = 0.0, (c) LPS-α limiter, ω = 0.1, (d) LPS-β limiter, ω = 0.1, (e) LPS-α limiter,
ω = 1.0, (f) LPS-β limiter, ω = 1.0, Space discretization: P1 elements, h = 1

128 .
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trol the time derivatives becomes less pronounced as the level of high-order
background dissipation is increased leading to smaller phase errors.

The convergence history and EOCs for the low-order scheme and its high-
order counterparts are listed in Tables 1–3. It can be seen that the use
of LPS-β limiting does not degrade the EOC of the underlying high-order
scheme (ω = 0.1). The slow rates of grid convergence are caused by the
presence of discontinuities in the exact solution to this problem. To show
this, a grid convergence study was performed for the initial profile without
the cylinder and cone. Tables 4–6 illustrate the convergence behavior of the
three LPS methods in the absence of discontinuities and steep fronts.

h E1 EOC E2 EOC

1/32 0.108e+00 0.249e+00

1/64 0.111e+00 -0.04 0.230e+00 0.12

1/128 0.104e+00 0.09 0.205e+00 0.17

1/256 0.919e-01 0.18 0.181e+00 0.18

Table 1: Solid body rotation: linear LPS, αT = 0, nonsmooth data.

h E1 EOC E2 EOC

1/32 0.621e-01 0.141e+00

1/64 0.360e-01 0.79 0.103e+00 0.45

1/128 0.208e-01 0.79 0.738e-01 0.48

1/256 0.147e-01 0.50 0.615e-01 0.26

Table 2: Solid body rotation: linear LPS, αT = 1, ω = 0.1, nonsmooth data.

h E1 EOC E2 EOC

1/32 0.666e-01 0.146e+00

1/64 0.412e-01 0.69 0.122e+00 0.26

1/128 0.194e-01 1.09 0.770e-01 0.66

1/256 0.101e-01 0.94 0.557e-01 0.47

Table 3: Solid body rotation: LPS-β limiter, ω = 0.1, nonsmooth data.
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h E1 EOC E2 EOC

1/32 0.128e-01 0.523e-01

1/64 0.131e-01 -0.03 0.486e-01 0.11

1/128 0.121e-01 0.11 0.429e-01 0.18

1/256 0.974e-02 0.31 0.350e-01 0.29

Table 4: Solid body rotation: linear LPS, αT = 0, smooth data.

h E1 EOC E2 EOC

1/32 0.563e-02 0.162e-01

1/64 0.107e-02 2.40 0.312e-02 2.38

1/128 0.193e-03 2.47 0.647e-03 2.27

1/256 0.622e-04 1.63 0.243e-03 1.41

Table 5: Solid body rotation: linear LPS, αT = 1, ω = 0.1, smooth data.

h E1 EOC E2 EOC

1/32 0.752e-02 0.311e-01

1/64 0.133e-02 2.50 0.792e-02 1.97

1/128 0.187e-03 2.83 0.151e-02 2.39

1/256 0.244e-04 2.94 0.273e-03 2.47

Table 6: Solid body rotation: LPS-β limiter, ω = 0.1, smooth data.

10.2. Circular convection

In the second test, we solve the steady advection equation

∇ · (vu) = 0 in Ω = (0, 1)× (0, 1). (65)

The divergence-free velocity field is defined by

v(x, y) = (y,−x). (66)
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The exact solution is constant along the circular streamlines. The inflow
boundary condition and the exact solution at any point in Ω̄ are given by

u(x, y) =


1, if 0.15 ≤ r(x, y) ≤ 0.45,

cos2
(

10π r(x,y)−0.5
3

)
, if 0.55 ≤ r(x, y) ≤ 0.85,

0, otherwise,

(67)

where r(x, y) =
√
x2 + y2 denotes the distance to the corner point (0, 0).

Stationary numerical solutions calculated using the standard Galerkin scheme
and its linear LPS counterpart with the target ũh defined by αT = 1, ω = 0.1
are shown in Fig. 4. As in the first example, even a small amount of linear
high-order LPS stabilization is sufficient to localize nonphysical oscillations
leaving just bounded undershoots and overshoots around the discontinuities.
Solutions produced by the low-order and constrained high-order LPS schemes
are presented in Fig. 5. Both solutions are bounded by 0 and 1 as required
by the discrete maximum principle. However, the use of low-order LPS
stabilization gives rise to unacceptably high levels of numerical diffusion.
The convergence history of LPS schemes (low-order: αT = 0, high-order:
αT = 1, ω = 0.1, constrained: ω = 0.1) is presented in Tables 7-9.

To study the effect of the linearity-preserving correction (38) to the basic
nodal limiter (37), a comparison of the two versions of the constrained LPS
scheme was performed on nonuniform triangular meshes. Given a uniform
grid with spacing h, its distorted counterpart was generated by applying
random perturbations to the Cartesian coordinates of internal nodes

xi := xi + αhξi yi := yi + αhηi, (68)

where ξi, ηi ∈ [−0.5, 0.5] are random numbers. The parameter α ∈ [0, 1]
quantifies the degree of distortion. In this numerical study, we use α = 0.5
to generate grid deformations strong enough to violate the patch conditions
under which (38) proves linearity-preserving (see Appendix B).

The numerical solutions obtained with the basic limiter (LPS-B) and its
linearity-preserving counterpart (LPS-L) on a perturbed mesh of 2×128×128
P1 elements are displayed in Fig. 6. The errors listed in Tables 10 and 11
illustrate the convergence behavior of the two constrained LPS methods as
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(a) uh ∈ [−0.239, 1.227]

(b) uh ∈ [−0.068, 1.067]

Figure 4: Circular convection: linear high-order schemes, (a) αT = 1, ω = 0.0, (b)
αT = 1, ω = 0.1. Discretization: 2× 128× 128 P1 elements.

applied to the circular convection problem with the modified inflow profile

u(x, y) =

{
cos2

(
10π r(x,y)−0.5

3

)
, if 0.55 ≤ r(x, y) ≤ 0.85,

0, otherwise
(69)

constructed by removing the discontinuous component of (67). It can be seen
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(a) uh ∈ [0.0, 1.0]

(b) uh ∈ [0.0, 1.0]

Figure 5: Circular convection: monotone LPS schemes, (a) low-order (αT = 0), (b) limited
high-order, ω = 0.1. Discretization: uniform mesh, 2× 128× 128 P1 elements.

that the linearity-preserving version produces smaller errors on nonuniform
meshes and delivers optimal convergence rates in this example.
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(a) uh ∈ [0.0, 1.0]

(b) uh ∈ [0.0, 1.0]

Figure 6: Circular convection: limited high-order schemes, (a) LPS-B, ω = 0.1, (b) LPS-L,
ω = 0.1. Discretization: perturbed mesh, 2× 128× 128 P1 elements.

A further gain in accuracy could be achieved by deactivating the limiter at
smooth extrema to avoid the peak clipping effect which is clearly seen in
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h E1 EOC E2 EOC

1/32 0.157e+00 0.228e+00

1/64 0.118e+00 0.41 0.181e+00 0.33

1/128 0.798e-01 0.56 0.133e+00 0.45

1/256 0.507e-01 0.65 0.967e-01 0.46

Table 7: Circular convection: linear LPS, αT = 0, uniform mesh.

h E1 EOC E2 EOC

1/32 0.218e-01 0.662e-01

1/64 0.112e-01 0.96 0.545e-01 0.28

1/128 0.635e-02 0.82 0.411e-01 0.41

1/256 0.372e-02 0.77 0.319e-01 0.37

Table 8: Circular convection: linear LPS, αT = 1, ω = 0.1, uniform mesh.

h E1 EOC E2 EOC

1/32 0.330e-01 0.863e-01

1/64 0.141e-01 1.23 0.680e-01 0.34

1/128 0.633e-02 1.16 0.444e-01 0.61

1/256 0.324e-02 0.97 0.309e-01 0.52

Table 9: Circular convection: limited LPS, ω = 0.1, uniform mesh.

the presented results. Since the reconstructed gradient provides information
about the second derivatives of the approximate solution, the parameter-free
smoothness sensor developed in [31] can be used for this purpose.

11. Summary

In this paper, we explored an element-based approach to constraining the
consistent mass matrix and the discrete transport operators in continuous
Galerkin methods. The proposed LPS-type corrections of Galerkin bilin-
ear forms lead to a new class of variational high-resolution finite element
schemes satisfying discrete maximum principles. Since the limiter for the
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h E1 EOC E2 EOC

1/32 0.176e-01 0.399e-01

1/64 0.542e-02 1.70 0.130e-01 1.62

1/128 0.125e-02 2.12 0.338e-02 1.94

1/256 0.440e-03 1.51 0.112e-02 1.59

Table 10: Circular convection: LPS-B, smooth data, perturbed mesh.

h E1 EOC E2 EOC

1/32 0.156e-01 0.366e-01

1/64 0.396e-02 1.98 0.107e-01 1.77

1/128 0.803e-03 2.30 0.275e-02 1.96

1/256 0.174e-03 2.21 0.722e-03 1.93

Table 11: Circular convection: LPS-L, smooth data, perturbed mesh.

antidiffusive element contributions is designed at the semi-discrete level, the
limiting procedure is applicable to stationary and time-dependent problems.
Further work is under way to provide additional theoretical justification of
the new approach building on existing analysis of local projection stabiliza-
tion/variational multiscale methods and algebraic flux correction schemes.
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Appendix A: Properties of the LPS operator

Let T̂ ⊂ R be the unit simplex in d dimensions with vertices {x̂i}i=1,...,d+1

and {ϕ̂i}i=1,...,d+1 be the corresponding linear Lagrange basis functions

ϕ̂i(x̂j) = δij, i, j = 1, . . . , d+ 1. (70)

Let M̂ denote the reference element mass matrix on T̂ with entries

m̂ij =

∫
T̂

ϕ̂iϕ̂j dx̂ (71)

and M̂L denote the lumped mass matrix on T̂ with diagonal entries

m̂L,ii =

∫
T̂

ϕ̂i dx̂, i = 1, . . . , d+ 1. (72)

A simple calculation reveals that the entries of M̂ are

m̂ij =
1

(d+ 2)!
·

{
2 if i = j,

1 otherwise,
(73)

and thus the entries of M̂L are

m̂L,ij = δij
1

(d+ 2)!
· (2 + d · 1) = δij

1

(d+ 1)!
. (74)
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Let Fe(x̂) be the unique affine-linear mapping that maps T̂ onto Te, i.e.,

Fe(x̂) = Ax̂ + b (75)

for some A ∈ Rd×d, b ∈ Rd. Then the entries of the consistent element mass
matrix M

(e)
C and diagonal lumped mass matrix M

(e)
L associated with Te are

given by the transformation rule

m
(e)
ij =

∫
T

ϕiϕj dx =

∫
T̂

ϕ̂iϕ̂j| detA| dx̂ = | detA|m̂ij, (76)

m
(e)
L,ij = δij

∫
T

ϕi dx = δij

∫
T̂

ϕ̂i| detA| dx̂ = | detA|m̂L,ij. (77)

By definition (13) of the local stabilization operator sT (·, ·), we have

sT (ϕi, uh) =

∫
T

ϕi (uh − uT ) dx =

∫
T

ϕi

(∑
j

ujϕj −
∫
T

∑
l ulϕl dx∫

T
1 dx

)
dx

=
∑
j

uj

∫
T

ϕiϕj dx−
∑
l

ul

∫
T

ϕi

(∫
T
ϕl dx∫

T
1 dx

)
dx

=
∑
j

uj

[∫
T

ϕiϕj dx−
∫
T
ϕi dx

∫
T
ϕj dx∫

T
1 dx

]
.

Notice that the integral
∫
T
ϕi dx corresponds to the i-th diagonal entry m

(e)
L,ii

of the lumped element mass matrix M
(e)
L . It follows that the entries of the

element matrix S(e) induced by the local LPS bilinear form are given by

s
(e)
ij =

∫
T

ϕiϕj dx−
∫
T
ϕi dx

∫
T
ϕj dx∫

T
1 dx

= | detA|m̂ij − | detA|
∫
T̂
ϕ̂i dx̂

∫
T
ϕ̂j dx̂∫

T̂
1 dx̂

= | detA| [m̂ij − d! · m̂L,i · m̂L,j]

= | detA|
[

1 + δij
(d+ 2)!

− d!

(d+ 1)!(d+ 1)!

]
= | detA|

[
1

(d+ 1)!

(
1 + δij
d+ 2

− 1

d+ 1

)]
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= | detA|
[

1

(d+ 2)!

(
(1 + δij)(d+ 1)− (d+ 2)

d+ 1

)]
= | detA|

[
1

(d+ 2)!

(
δij(d+ 1)− 1

d+ 1

)]
= | detA|

[
1

(d+ 2)!

(
δij(d+ 2)− 1− δij

d+ 1

)]
=

1

d+ 1
| detA| [m̂L,ij − m̂ij] =

1

d+ 1

[
m

(e)
L,ij −m

(e)
ij

]
.

The relation between M
(e)
L −M

(e)
C and S(e) is thus given by

S(e) =
1

d+ 1

(
M

(e)
L −M

(e)
C

)
. (78)

It follows that

sT (ϕi, uh) =
∑
j

s
(e)
ij uj =

1

d+ 1

∑
j

m
(e)
ij (ui − uj),

which proves that sT (ϕi, uh) ≥ 0 if ui is a local maximum (ui ≥ uj ∀j 6= i)
and sT (ϕi, uh) < 0 if ui is a local minimum (ui ≤ uj ∀j 6= i). This property
makes the nodal limiter function (37) local extremum diminishing.

The global stabilization operator s(·, ·) is defined by (11). We have

s(uh, uh) =
∑
T

νT

∫
T

uh (uh − uT ) dx

=
∑
T

νT

∫
T

(uh − uT )2 dx

=
∑
T

νT‖uh − uT‖2
0,T .

The following estimate holds:

‖uh − uT‖2
0,T =

∫
T

|∇uh · (x− x̄)|2 dx

≤
∫
T

(hT |∇uh|)2 dx = h2
T |uh|21,T .

This result makes it possible to prove O(h1/2) consistency of the low-order
scheme following the analysis of algebraic flux correction schemes in [2].
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Appendix B: Properties of the nodal limiter

To derive sufficient conditions of linearity preservation and an error estimate
for smooth data, we perform the following transformations:∑

T

∫
T

ϕi(uh − ūT ) dx =
∑
T

∫
T

(ϕi − ϕ̄i)(uh − ūT ) dx

=
∑
T

∫
T

(ϕi − ϕ̄i)∇uh|T · (x− xT ) dx

=
∑
T

∫
T

(ϕi − ϕ̄i)∇uh|T · x dx

=
∑
T

∫
T

ϕi∇uh|T · x dx−
∑
T

∫
T

ϕ̄i∇uh|T · x dx.

Using the midpoint rule on a triangle T , we find that∑
T

∫
T

ϕ̄i∇uh|T · x dx =
∑
T

|T |
3
∇uh|T · xT .

Let {xP := xi, xT,1, xT,2} denote the vertices of T . The quadrature rule∫
T

f(x) dx ≈ |T |
3

[
f

(
xP + xT,1

2

)
+ f

(
xP + xT,2

2

)
+ f

(
xT,1 + xT,2

2

)]
is exact for quadratic polynomials on T . Thus we have∫

T

ϕi∇uh|T · x dx =
∑
T

|T |
3

1

2
∇uh|T ·

[
1

2
(2xP + xT,1 + xT,2)

]
,

where we have used the fact that ϕi

(
xT,1+xT,2

2

)
= 0. It follows that

∑
T

∫
T

ϕi(uh − ūT ) dx =
∑
T

|T |
3
∇uh|T ·

[
1

6
xP −

1

12
xT,1 −

1

12
xT,2

]
. (79)

Suppose that the vertex coordinates satisfy the zero sum condition∑
T

|T |
3

b ·
[

1

6
xP −

1

12
xT,1 −

1

12
xT,2

]
= 0 (80)
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for an arbitrary constant vector b ∈ R2. We also assume that there exists a
constant vector GP ∈ R2 such that for each element T of the patch Ωi the
local gradient of uh|T admits the decomposition

∇uh|T = GP + hG(T )

with a vector G(T ) ∈ R2 such that ‖G(T )‖ ≤ C for a constant C ≥ 0.

Substituting this representation of ∇uh|T into (79) and using the zero sum
property (80) to eliminate the contribution of GP , we obtain∑
T

∫
T

ϕi(uh − ūT ) dx =
∑
T

|T |
3
hG(T ) ·

[
1

6
xP −

1

12
xT,1 −

1

12
xT,2

]
= O(h4),

whereas ∑
T

∣∣∣∣∫
T

ϕi(uh − ūT ) dx

∣∣∣∣ = O(h3).

Consequently, the ratio of these two sums behaves as O(h) and therefore

Φi = 1−
∣∣∑

T

∫
T
ϕi(uh − ūT ) dx

∣∣∑
T

∣∣∫
T
ϕi(uh − ūT ) dx

∣∣ = 1−O(h).
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